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Abstract
Space and mass are at a premium on any space mission, and thus any ma-
chinery designed for space use should be lightweight and compact, without sac-
rificing strength. It is for this reason that NASA/LeRC contracted Unique Mo-
bility Corporation to exploit their novel actuator designs to build a robot that
would advance the present state of technology with respect to these requirements.
Custom-designed motors are the key feature of this robot. They are compact, high-
performance dc brushless servo motors with a high pole count and low inductance,
thus permitting high torque generation and rapid phase commutation. Using a
custom-designed digital signal processor-based controller board, the pulse width
modulation power amplifiers regulate the fast dynamics of the motor currents.
In addition, the programmable digital signal processor (DSP) controller permits
implementation of nonlinear compensation algorithms to account for motoring vs
regeneration, torque ripple, and back-EMF. As a result, the motors produce a high
torque relative to their size and weight, and can do so with good torque regulation
and acceptably high velocity saturation limits. This paper presents the Unique
Mobility Corporation robot prototype: its actuators, its kinematic design, its con-
trol system, and its experimental characterization. Performance results, including
saturation torques, saturation velocities and tracking accuracy tests are included.
1 Introduction
The Unique Mobility Corporation (UNIQ) robot is a mechanical arm whose construction
was commissioned by the NASA Lewis Research Center, under a small business innovative
research contract [1]. It is a compact, powerful, lightweight robot designed for possible use
in space applications, where space and mass are at a premium. The purpose of this project
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was to construct high torque-to-mass density actuators based on the high pole-count
Unique Mobility design, compare relative performance of these actuators to competing
industrial servomotors, and implement the actuators into a light-weight three-axis robot
arm and evaluate their installed performances. This report provides an overview of the
project findings and indicates methods by which the robot actuator performances can be
improved.
2 General Characteristics of the Robot Arm
The robot has several unique design features.
To save weight without sacrificing stiffness, the links were constructed using a com-
posite of carbon fibers interlaced through an epoxy matrix, instead of using aluminum
or steel. This makes it much lighter than aluminum, with much of the strength of
steel[2, 3, 4, 5, 6].
The robot uses three compact, high torque-to-mass density three-phase brushless DC
motors custom-designed by Unique Mobility Corporation. Wasted space was minimized
by fully integrating the sensors, rotor and harmonic drive, resulting in a highly compact
design. Each motor has about twice the torque-to-mass ratio of existing servo motors, as
will be discussed. They have a high pole count and low phase inductances, which allow
high torque generation and rapid commutation [7]. They also have a full complement of
sensors: thermal sensors, a motor resolver and two output shaft resolvers (one for coarse
angle measurements, one for finer measurements). While the motor reso!ver reports the
angular position of the motor shaft itself (i.e. before the harmonic drive), the output
resolvers sense the joint angle, or the position of the shaft after the harmonic drive.
Each motor is connected to a sophisticated controller card which uses surface-mount
technology to incorporate features in a compact assembly. Each card has its own mi-
croprocessor (an NSOC196KC chip), on-board memory and I/O processing devices. The
digital signal processor-based cards [8] are responsible not only for motor commutation
and current control, but for such tasks as sensor output processing and back-EMF com-
pensation. These features are discussed more thoroughly in Section 3.3.
Output torque is sensed through a custom designed torque sensor that can be used
for torque feedback control. The torque sensor consists of a spoked-wheel driven at
its hub by the harmonic drive output and connected to the robot link at its outer ring.
Calibrated strain gages mounted on the root of the structurally optimized spokes provides
the desired torque signal.
3 Hardware Description
3.1 Motor Design and Performance
As explained above, the UNIQ motor was designed to have a high power density and high
torque to mass ratio. To demonstrate that these goals were achieved, the UNIQ motor
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Figure 1: Hardware block diagram
was compared to two similar actuators on the market. The other motors were chosen to
have similar torque limits as the UNIQ motor (about 400 N. m). However, this is where
the similarities end.
Thc comparison is not a direct one as the UNIQ motor was designed to be used with
a harmonic drive which is limited to 2000 rpm and the other motors were not. The other
motors will produce much more power for the same amount of torque simply because of
the increased speed. In addition, this implies that the other motors have a lower back
EMF constant, and thus, a lower torque constant. As a result, the other motors require
more current and generate more heat due to I2R losses.
Another difference is the packaging of the motors. The UNIQ motor has a larger
diameter, and has a cavity in the center which is used to house other mechanical com-
ponents. The other motors, on the other hand, are designed as compact, stand alone
units. The UNIQ motor was designed with a specific application in mind, the 3 de-
gree of freedom arm. Therefore a direct comparison shows the UNIQ motor is penalized
by the greater diameter and volume as well as the additional weight due to the larger
structural components. The additional torque available due to the UNIQ motor's 1:100
harmonic drive ratio is a distinct advantage in the torque density comparison, without
the adjustments discussed below.
Yet another difference lies in the environments the motors are designed to work in.
The UNIQ motor was designed for a space environment where the heat rejection would
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be by radiation only. The other motors weredesignedfor usein the atmosphere,where
convectionalsohelpscool the motors. In order to makean equal comparison,the other
motors' torque (at 2000rpm) was derated by the ratio of the temperature rise of the
UNIQ motor (60"C) divided by the other motors' temperaturerise (90°C).
The torque figuresusedfor the UNIQ motor havenot been adjusted to removethe
frictional torque from the oversizedbearingsas well as the friction from the harmonic
drive.
Becauseof theseinequitieswehaveshowntwo comparisons.The first oneis a direct
systemcomparisonignoring all of the inconsistencies(Table 1). The secondcomparison
is a motor only comparisonusing only the torque producing components (TPC) and
constraining the other motors to run at 2000rpm and to run at a deratedtorque level
due to the temperature (Tables2 & 3). The harmonicdrive has beenremovedfrom the
volume, weight, and torque output of the UNIQ motor.
The motors usedin this comparisonwere the Industrial Drives model #B-104-A-22
(henceforthreferredto as the I.D. motor), and the PacificScientificmodel #R32GENC-
R2-NS-NV-00(the Pac Sci motor).
Table 1: Direct motor comparison
Total Mass(kg)
Total Torque (N. m)
Total Speed (tad s)
Total Power (W)
Total Volume (m s)
Total Power Density _W/m 3)
Total Torque Density 'N/m 2)
Efficiency (%)
I.D. motor
3.02 3.13
0.0467
590.0
881
0.00118
747,000
39.6
72.0
0.0467
470.0
707
0.00124
570,000
37.7
74.7
Pac Sci motor UNIQ motor
r, m
8.62
4.92
2.09
331
0.00221
150,000
2230
?
Table 2: Torque producing components (motor only) comparison
I.D. motor Pac Sci motor UNIQ motor
TP(_ _Iass _(kg) " 1.45 1.68 1.16
TPC Volume (m 3) 0.000305 0.000331 0.000270
As was expected the direct system comparison of the power density of both the I.D.
and Pac Sci motors were much greater than the UNIQ motor, because of the extra power
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Table 3: Derated output for temperature and lower speed
Continuous Power (W)
Continuous Stall Torque (N. m)
TPC Power Density (W/m 3)
TPC Torque Density (N/m 2)
TPC Power/Mass (W/kg)
TPC Torque/Mass (N. m/kg)
I.D. motor Pac Sci motor UNIQ motor
210
0.0703
689,000
230
144
0.0485
210
0.0643
634,000
194
125
0.0383
331
0.105
1,230,000
389
285
0.0905
due to the increased speed and smaller volume due to the compact design. Obviously
the UNIQ motors' torque density was much larger due to the harmonic drive.
Once the motors were compared on a more equal, torque producing component basis,
we see that the UNIQ motors' power density and torque density are greater than thc I. D.
and Pac Sci motors. The power to mass ratio of the UNIQ motor is 1.9 times greater
than the I.D motor and 2.3 times greater than the Pac Sci motor. The torque to mass
ratio of UNIQ's motor is 1.9 times greater than the I.D. motor and 2.4 times greater
than the Pac Sci motor.
3.2 Robot Arm Geometry
The arm itself has three degrees of freedom. Each of its three links is driven at the joint
by a small but powerful high-performance motor. Joints 1, 2 and 3 are referred to as
the "waist," "shoulder," and "elbow," respectively. The robot arm is designed to move
payloads of up to 15 Kg at a reach of 1 meter at speeds of up to 2 m/s at the robot wrist.
3.3 Controller Cards
The joint controller cards handle many different tasks. First, the cards are responsible
for reading the various sensor signals and converting them to digital form. These sensors
comprise the motor shaft (or input) resolver, the coarse and fine output resolvers and
temperature sensors on the motors, the strain gages, and the bus voltage and current
sensors on the power amplifiers. The digitized readings are stored in a structure on the
card's on-board memory, which can be read by programs running on either the host
computer or the CPU cards connected to the VME interface (see Section 3.4).
Second, the cards handle motor commutation. That is, they accept torque commands
from the controller program support module (see Section 4.1 for details), and control the
phase currents b_ed on the resolver signals.
Third, the cards also function as motor current controllers. Using proportional and
integral feedback, they make sure that the actual current closely follows the desired
current.
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Figure 2: The UNIQ robot arm, controller rack and man-machineinterface. Robot fully
extended (left) and in stowedposition (right)
Their fourth function is to handle switching over from torquing to braking. When
the motors are beingaccelerated,power is deliveredfrom the amplifiers (seeSection3.5)
to the motors. During decelerationthough, power is regenerated,or transferred back to
the amplifiers. To prevent amplifier overload,this power is dumped into severalceramic
load resistors instead. The controller cards are responsiblefor determining when this
switchingshouldoccur, and for shunting the powerinto the resistors.
Finally, the cardsare responsiblefor reporting any errors that may occur in torque
generation. For instance,if the amount of torque requestedexceedsthe motor limit, or if
a power amplifier appearsto be off, the cards report a fault status by setting a variable
in their on-board memory.This fault status can thus be detectedby other programson
the host or on the VME cage.
3.4 VME interface
To maximize the software's speed and effectiveness, several of the processes must be
executed in parallel [9, 10]. The VME interface makes this possible [11, 12].
This interface connects the host computer to a VME card cage. The host is a Sun
workstation running UNIX, which serves as the man-machine interface. The card cage,
on the other hand, carries several single-board computers (henceforth referred to as "CPU
cards") and the aforementioned joint controller cards.
The card cage permits the host, CPU cards and controller cards to communicate with
each other. This is done by allowing the host and CPU cards to read and write to the
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memoryon board both the controller cardsand other CPU cards.
The cageusessix CPU cards. Four of theseare reservedfor the various support
modules(seeSection4.1 for details). The fifth is usedfor the data logging process. The
last one functions as a global storage location for variables that are accessed by multiple
processes.
3.5 The Power Amplifiers
Each of the three controller cards is connected to a pulse width modulation (PWM) power
amplifier, [7, 14, 13] which is in turn connected to one of the motors. These amplifiers are
responsible for generating the current which drives the motors. They are also responsible
for shorting the motor phases together, when the power is turned off. This effectively
acts as a brake, preventing the robot from falling rapidly under gravity loads with the
amplifiers off. It is recognized that additional mechanical braking will be required in
service.
The controller program support module on one of the CPU cards (Section 4.1) com-
putes the three desired joint torques, and stores these values at designated addresses on
the controller cards' dual-port RAM. The cards then perform the motor commutation (as
explained earlier in Section 3.3), ordering the amplifiers to produce the proper currents.
4 Software Description
4.1 Support Modules
The software interface to the robot can be divided into five components. The highest-
level module, the man-machine interface, runs on the host computer. It is supported by
four more modules, which require much more computational speed. These programs run
on separate CPU boards in the VME cage.
The I/O program's purpose is to report the motor shaft angles and velocities as
quickly and as efficiently as possible. The angles are computed by monitoring the motor
resolver readings and the number of rotor revolutions, from which the motor shaft angles
can be computed. The velocity can be computed in any of three ways: (1) through
raw differentiation of the shaft angle, (2) by digitally filtering the results of this raw
differentiaton, to produce a smoother velocity estimate, or (3) by using the velocity
estimates returned by the observer program. Under normal operation, the observer-
estimated velocity would be used, since it produces the smoothest, most reliable results
[17].
The controller program uses a combination of servo control and feedforward torques
to make the robot follow its prescribed trajectory. To compute these torques, it uses the
actual angles and velocities reported by the I/O program, as well as the desired angles,
velocities and accelerations computed by the trajectory generator.
The observer uses the commanded torques and a model of the robot dynamics to
estimate the joint velocities. This produces a much smoother velocity estimate than
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Figure 3: Data flow block diagram
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what would be obtained through other means[17].
At present, the observeronly works reliably during current control mode (seeSec-
tion 5.1). It hasnot yet beenfine-tuned for usein voltagecontrol mode. This waspartly
dueto the difficulty of accuratelygaugingthe generatedtorquesin this mode,and partly
becausevelocity feedbackis not currently usedin voltagecontrol mode.
This trajectory generator computes a smooth trajectory from the robot's current
position to sometarget position. This can be done in either joint spaceor Cartesian
space,subject to user-specifiedlimitations on the velocities,accelerationsand jerks. The
constraintsare imposedto increasethe smoothnessof the trajectory execution [16]. The
computational complexity of the equationsusedwasminimized [19], thus increasingthe
speedand accuracyof the trajectory generator[18].
4.2 Data logging software
The data loggingsoftwareis similar to the four support modulesin that they alsorun on
a CPU board in the VME cage.They differ in that they arenot necessaryfor operating
the robot. However,they are usefulfor gathering data on various hardwareand control
variablesasthe robot is in operation. The loggersamplesvariouscontrol-relatedvariables
and storesthem in a MATLAB data file, This is explainedin the report by Velasco[19].
4.3 Interface Programs
The man-machine interface is the program through which all user interaction occurs.
Its operation is demonstrated in the report and video by Velasco and Newman [1, 19].
Among other things, it can be used to specify Cartesian or joint-space trajectories and
impose jerk, acceleration and velocity limits. It also pre-tests each trajectory, to verify
that it is physically permissible (e.g. will not cause collisions or violate joint angle limits).
In addition, the system boasts of a variety of interfaces for monitoring both hardware
variables like bus voltage and motor temperature, and control parameters like desired
positions and control gains.
5 Control System
5.1 Current Control
The original scheme for driving the motors involved current control. In response to
torque commands from the software, the controller boards command the amplifiers to
generate the required motor currents. This is done using motor current feedback and a
servo control algorithm with proportional and integral gain. Based on this control law,
the controller boards command the amplifiers to generate voltage pulses, or pulse width
modulation (PWM) signals. These are used to make the motor currents converge to the
desired values. In addition, the controller compensates for back-EMF effects by adding
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an additional term to the PWM signals.This term is proportional to the motor velocity,
and thus servesto counterthe back-EMF voltage.
It wasdiscovered,however,that the current sensingschemeled to problemswith the
current control algorithm. The controller boardssamplethe current readingsat 8.0kHz,
while the PWM frequencyis 15.63kHz. Furthermore,the low phaseinductances(79/_H)
allow the currents to changequite drastically. (This is discussedfurther in Section7.1.)
As a result, the current readingsare undersampledand do not provide a completely
accuratemeasureof the motor currents. This isshownin Figure 4, whereweseethat the
current sensor reading has strong oscillations. The vigorous current oscillations caused a
grinding noise to issue from the motors whenever the robot was in motion.
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Figure 4: Elbow current readings under current control
5.2 Voltage control
To circumvent this problem, a new scheme was introduced to dispense with current
feedback altogether.Instead of controllingthe torques by modulating the motor currents,
the boards controlledthe velocitiesvia the voltage pulses, with inherent back EMF
performing equivalent velocityfeedback [7,15].
An additionalPWM component isneeded to generate a holding torque. This means
that even when the arm isat rest,non-zero voltagepulseswillbe generated to prevent the
arm from fallingdue to gravity.At zero velocity,thisPWM component isproportional
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to the desired torque. Under this scheme, the net PWM signal is simply the sum of the
velocity-dependent and torque-dependent terms and does not rely on current feedback.
(As discussed in Section 6 however, it turns out that this is not strictly true during current
regeneration. Under certain circumstances, the programs on the DSP-based controller
boards actually compute the velocity-dependent terms with some dependence on the
torque command. By and large though, the description above is correct.)
5.3 Torque computation
Under current control, the servo control laws used were of the form
 n,.o.oo = - O,,)+ +
g,,,, f (o,,,d°.- O,,)dt (1)
where saturation limits were placed on the integrated error term on the right. In practice
though, the integrator gains Ki.,, were set to zero because adding integral control caused
oscillations in the final position. An explanation of this behavior is given in Section 7.2.
It proved useful to use two sets of control gains: one set of large gains when the joint
velocity was greater than some tolerance, and smaller gains when the velocities are below
some tolerance. Adjusting these gains on the fly increased the tracking accuracy at high
velocities while preventing oscillations at lower speeds.
These servo torques were combined with feedforward torques to produce the net
torque commands. These feedforward torques took into account ideal robot dynamics,
gravity and friction.
Under voltage control, the net torque commands are simply given by
r,,,s_T,,,, = Kp,,,(O,_,d,s -- 0,,) (2)
As of this writing, neither velocity feedback, integral feedback nor feedforward torques
have yet been included. This is because the routines for switching between motor driving
and current regeneration will require some fine-tuning before it will work in voltage
control mode. This is because the current routines result in occasional amplifier dropouts
along the trajectories. Thus, at the moment the desired torques are not accurately
generated under voltage control and the observer does not yet produce reliable velocity
estimates. The explanation behind these dropouts is given in Section 6.
6 Data and Results
The tracking accuracy was gauged using sinusoidal joint trajectories and straight-line
paths in both joint and Cartesian space, for all three trajectory profiles. Due to vari-
ous malfunctions in the prototype, however, only two working controller cards and two
amplifiers were available, so the final tests could only be done on the shoulder and elbow.
In general, trajectory tracking under current control was very accurate, despite the
noise and current oscillations. Figure 5 shows the results of a sample move done using
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the elbow under current control. The joint angle follows the desired values very closely,
with a maximum error of only 0.0104 radians. The precision would be improved if the
PWM resolution were increased, as discussed in Section 7.
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Figure 5: Elbow trajectory tracking under current control
Under voltage control, a bothersome high-speed amplifier switching noise was elim-
inated. However, Figure 6 shows that the tracking accuracy was not as high. The
maximum position error is 0.0424 radians, and the error increases and decreases al-
most periodically. The decrease in accuracy is partly because of amplifier dropouts, and
partly because the servo control gains were decreased to minimize the incidence of these
dropouts.
The relationship between the amplifier dropouts and the trajectory tracking is shown
in Figure 7. As can be seen from this and the previous plot, the PWM command drops
to zero whenever the position error (and thus, the torque command) becomes negative.
The cause of this behavior is explained in Section 7.3.
It is believed that when these problems are fixed, the tracking accuracy under voltage
control would be comparable to, or greater than, that achieved with current control. It
would permit the use of larger control gains, which should greatly increase the tracking
accuracy. Tests show that when the position error gain is multiplied by twenty, the
number of dropouts increases, but the maximum position error is 0.0234 radians--only
about twice that achieved with current control. Without the amplifier dropouts, both
the tracking accuracy and the final position error would doubtlessly be much smaller.
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Figure 6: Elbow trajectory tracking under voltage control
7 Analysis
7.1 Current control vs. voltage control
As discussed in Section 6, the low motor inductances, while otherwise desirable, created
complications by allowing the currents to change dramatically. At the design PWM
frequency, the control hardware could not sample the current readings quickly enough
to use them effectively in feedback. Computer simulations show that a single-phase
excitation at the PWM frequency of 15.63 kHz and a 50% duty cycle would produce
peak-to-peak current swings of up to 16 A. Since the current sensor only samples data at
8 kHz, it obtains a false profile of the actual current. This is aggravated when the profile
is used in feedback, resulting in the vigorous high-frequency dynamics in Figure 4. These
dynamics manifested themselves as a bothersome grinding noise and rapid position error
oscillations [1, 19].
Implementing voltage control eliminated the bothersome noise and error oscillations
which resulted from current control. It may be possible, however, to mitigate these
effects by increasing the phase inductances. These inductances were kept small in order
to achieve high-speed commutation; however, this was done at the expense of accurate
current control. To avoid degrading the performance, one would want to maintain an
effective stepping rate at the saturation velocity of 200 rad/s and the phase switching
rate of 24 times per cycle. Computations show that the inductances can be comfortably
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Figure 7: PWM signals for trajectory under voltage control
raised by about 270%. In practice, the inductance may have to be smaller than that, for
fine commutation. Nevertheless, this estimate establishes an approximate upper limit to
the inductances that can be used.
Increasing the PWM frequency should also reduce the size of the oscillations. In fact,
computer modelling shows that by doubling the inductances and increasing the PWM
frequency five-fold, the current oscillations can be reduced to one-tenth of their previous
value. Similarly, position control error would be reduced as well.
7.2 PWM resolution
The PWM commands are linear combinations of a velocity-dependent term (which coun-
ters the back-EMF) and a torque-dependent term. These signals can assume any value
from 0 to 255, where zero corresponds to no voltage and 255 corresponds to a duty cycle
of 100%.
It was found that at zero velocity, the PWM count which corresponds to maximum
torque is about 24. This limits the available torque resolution, and thus, the positioning
accuracy. It also accounts for the oscillations that occured with integral error feed-
back (Section 5.3), and for the difficulties encountered in compensating for the friction.
However, this problem can be addressed with some modest modifications to the control
hardware.
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7.3 Controller board routines
When the system was modified to accomodate voltage control, the resultant arm motion
was very smooth, except that the amplifier would drop out on occasion. As shown
in Section 6, this is because the PWM signal would drop down to zero whenever the
controller board would switch into regeneration mode.
Close examination of the controller board program listing reveals why. Ordinarily,
the PWM command is computed based on two terms: one torque-dependent, and one
dependent on a velocity command. However during current regeneration, if the torque
command is small enough, the second term is computed as being proportional to the
commanded torque and inversely proportional to the velocity command. This creates
two problems. One is that the PWM command actually decreases as the size of the
velocity command increases. The other is that clue to discretization errors, a small
torque command may make the PWM signal small or even zero. These problems can be
readily addressed via some modest changes to the PWM equations used by the controller
board firmware.
8 Summary and Conclusions
As expected, the UNIQ motor outperformed other motors in its class. The motor's high
power density, high torque to mass ratio and efficient heat dissipation, coupled with
the compact, lightweight robot design provides many attractive features for space-based
robot applications.
The comprehensive hardware and software developed for the robot permitted accu-
rate trajectory tracking, flexibility and user-friendliness. However, the performance can
be improved by modifying the controller board routines and by increasing the PWM
frequency, the PWM resolution and the phase inductances.
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